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Dear Reader,
We present the 2018-2019 overarching theme: constellations
Constellations are the centerpieces of myths from across the globe, representing
the plethora of cultures that define human history. So, ‘The Big Dipper’ is not
only the ‘The Big Dipper’: it is also ‘Ursa Major’, ‘Plough’, ‘Bull’s Thigh’,
‘Coffin’, and ‘Feretrum Majus’. Constellations carry the human journey: a fluid
mosaic of new tales which give new meanings to the lights in the sky. We hope
that our writers and artists will utilize this concept of interpretation to create
personal, interesting, and thoughtful pieces.
The Fall 2018 Theme ‘Ursa Major’, or ‘Big Bear’ heralds the famous
constellation which is often interpreted according to the Roman Myth revolving
around Jupiter, his wife Juno, and the young maiden Callisto. Jupiter’s
fraternizing with mortal women, having frustrated Juno to no end, drives her to
change the lovely Callisto to a bear in order to destroy her beauty. To save the
bear Callisto from Juno’s rage, Jupiter tosses Callisto to the sky where she
remains, her spirit captured in the stars that frame her body.
The theme ‘Ursa Major’ draws its importance from its vivid, emotional, and
utterly human characters. We hope that the primitive natures of jealousy, rage,
and love will inspire our writers and artists to create works which capitalize on a
wide spectrum of human emotions.
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KRISALYN SATRIYA; GRADE 8
Butterflies
The world seemed normal as ever -- the overcrowded streets filled with
thousands of bustling people, the grey, heavy clouds of smoke that obscured the once
blue skies, the rancid stench of pollution that hung, unwelcome, in the air.
But for Andrea Gennaíos, the world was destroyed, and she was afraid her
heart would go with it as well.
She watched as the woman closed her eyes. She watched as the monitor went
still, as the insistent, hopeful beeping resigned, fading into nothingness. She watched
the woman, whose chest was perfectly still, whose once luscious, golden locks would
bounce through the air -- they now dangled limply at her side.
Andrea’s heart went numb.
Horror spread through her, rapidly. Her toes began to tingle, warmth suffusing
her body, and then she was racked with the pain of grief.
Her chest was vibrating. Terribly, horribly, excruciatingly.
Then a cry escaped through her clamped lips. She was broken. Terribly,
horribly, completely broken -- shattered like glass, torn to shreds. She knew in that
moment -- Andrea Gennaíos was far gone.
The girl lay faceup, eyes trained on the dreary, whitewashed ceiling. Her once
bright silver eyes had lost their original luster and were now dismal and subdued. How
could they be otherwise? After all, she still mourned the unfairness of it all. The way
the world could continue, keep going as if nothing had happened.
It had been four days. Four days since she had eaten. Four days since she had
gotten up and left her bed.
A month since the death, the forgotten death of her mother.
A month since she had shattered. Since the glass inside had turned to sharp,
jagged pieces. Now, the broken glass was beginning to smooth at the edges. Still she
would never be mended -- only left to remain a ghost from her past, which she
wished so desperately to escape from.
The funeral just seemed like a joke, a cruel joke about all the things Andrea
could never have again, suspended tantalizingly just out of reach -- love, family… a
mother.
Andrea had tried to be strong, like people told her to -- for her mother’s sake.
She had tried to stay strong when they murmured empty, meaningless condolences,
when she entered the dark room, everything draped in cloths of black, and ice cold.
Death. Her mother would have never wanted that.
But it happened when they lowered the casket into the ground, with her
mother’s face uncharacteristically stern and horribly still, lips pursed; it happened
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when the black lid swung shut. The thought of her mother packed away in a box and
buried in the ground was too much, and suddenly wails erupted from her mouth.
People muttered, ‘Oh, you poor child.’ They muttered, ‘We apologize for your loss.’
But Andrea’s mother was not lost. She could go anywhere in the world. She
could go to Australia, or Paris, where her mother had always wanted to visit. And still
Andrea would never see her again.
They would never laugh together again, never wash the dishes together again,
never play tricks on the neighbors again. Never again. Never. Never. Never.
The people went so far to even say, ‘She will always stay alive in our memories. We will never
forget her.’ As if those simple impersonalities could bring her back.
But even they were lies, and it was not true. A few weeks later, Andrea’s
mother was completely gone from the world. The memories of her had faded into
nothing but oblivion. The people could not, would not, picture the woman that had
left the face of the earth. Oh, there were tears, of course, but those tears eventually
fell away and dried, replaced by a sort of uncaring, static indifference. And so, Andrea
Gennaíos’s mother came to rest, undone and forgotten by all but one, in the
unremarkability of her plights.
The pain of losing her was fresh. Now, the woman existed only in Andrea’s
mind. Not her father, who had left years ago. Not the doctors, who no doubt saw
Andrea’s mother as just another unfortunate patient. Not ‘friends’, who paid their last
respects and pushed her mother out of their scattered, detached minds. How funny, the
girl thought to herself, that the memory of my mother is preserved in none but a nobody! That one
can fade from the world in a short, painful span of just a few weeks.
Landed in foster care. Thrown aside like yesterday’s garbage. Left alone.
Alone.
Again.
Andrea Gennaíos turned away, facing the outside window. She glared intensely,
struggling to control her emotions, to file them away in neat little rows. But it could
not be done.
She could no longer cry. She felt dry, strangely disconnected, ripped from her
rights to even display her feelings. Empty, hollow. She no longer felt the will to live.
A creature flapped by her window.
Andrea blinked, perplexed. She did not move. One second passed. Then two.
And suddenly Andrea threw the ragged, worn covers off her legs and fled her
room, throwing open the back door of the foster home. Another child yelled
incoherently, sputtering, but Andrea paid no attention -- stung by the immediate,
putrid stench the outside world lay upon her. She searched for the little creature.
Why? Why, Andrea had no idea. It was an inexplicable urge, a craving, a desire
for something more than her petty existence. And Andrea felt the tugging in her gut.
She wanted to understand. It was a ludicrous notion, that the creature might hold the
answer.
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She saw it, flitting from one dead patch of what might have been once green
grass to another.
It was a butterfly.
The little thing was simply gorgeous, effortlessly, without even realizing its true
beauty. The butterfly’s breathtaking, vibrantly hued colors seemed to hold a certain
aura that lit up the bleak world surrounding it. The dark veined designs drastically
contrasted with bright colors. Andrea was enthralled, transfixed. Never had she seen
something so delicate, so resplendent, so angelically bewitching.
Then Andrea noticed the strangeness lingering around it. It was flapping
lopsidedly, one wing limp. She pressed her fingers to her lips, perturbed. What was
wrong?
The butterfly hovered for a moment, flapping its wings -- no -- wing, and then
simply plunged out of the air.
It lay pathetically, encapsulated by the clumps of withered, dark burnished
strands of stringy pasture.
Andrea rushed closer. The butterfly did not stir.
She knelt beside the tiny creature -- it could not have been bigger than the palm
of her hand.
And now, with the tenderness that seemed visceral in all mothers, she
meticulously grasped the limp wing between her thumb and forefinger and turned it
over. It complied without resistance, limply flopping over on its side. It did not twitch
in the slightest.
And Andrea knew it was dead.
She shut her eyes. Tears threatened to leak out of her already awfully dry eyes.
Everything good in her miserable life seemed to be snatched away -- first, her father,
who had left when she was much too young to comprehend the meaning of love;
then her mother, whose death destroyed her fragile, glass life with a sledgehammer,
splintering it into millions of fragments that she didn’t think could ever be put back
together.
And now, the beautiful butterfly, which died almost as soon as she saw it. A
sign of hope, of promised escape from her confined little world, escape from her
jarring reality. The little rekindled flame in her heart had died away, the spark relenting
yet again to the never-ending darkness within.
A speck of beaming, bright colors caught her eye. She turned sullenly, still
mourning the seemingly silly death of the butterfly.
But -More!
More of the butterflies, in a huge throng.
They swarmed toward her, and she scrambled away frantically, not wishing to
disrupt whatever activities they might have.
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But they sped right past her and surrounded the limp little butterfly. The color
was leeching out of it, slowly but surely, mirroring the world around it.
At first, Andrea thought they might be feasting on its dead body, and she
scrunched her lips to one side, concerned and slightly horrified, but when the storm
of butterflies thinned, she could she what was really happening.
They were nudging the dead one, as if questioning whether it was dead or not.
And then, one by one, they nuzzled its wing and flew off.
Andrea gazed at them, confused and shocked.
Until there was only one left.
This one took the longest. It perched next to the dead butterfly, unmoving.
The small, black antennae seemed to bow in grief, but Andrea was just imagining
that… right?
The lonely little butterfly began to leave, but it halted in midair and turned. To
see the one that was lost to the world.
One last time.
It was as if… they were moving on. As if they were mourning but putting the
past behind them. Because there was no point in living in the past.
The butterfly suddenly turned to her.
It seemed to peer at her.
One moment. Then two. Then three.
And then it nodded its antennae in approval and flitted away. Andrea released a
breath she didn’t even know she was holding.
But now her mind was filled with two words. Two simple, simple words.
Let go.
She fixed her gaze on the limp, greyish butterfly on the ground. Envisioned the
swarm of butterflies fluttering away, moving on, letting go of their lost one.
Envisioned her lost one.
Mother...
And it was in that moment that Andrea Gennaíos realized what she had to do.
Symbolism of the Story
Color:
Gold, the color of Andrea Gennaíos’s mother’s hair -- bright, cheerful,
extravagant. The precious metal gold is associated with prosperity, health, and
wellness, ergo the irony.
Silver, the former color of Andrea Gennaíos’s eyes -- lively and playful. The
precious metal silver is associated with unconditional love, tenderness, and sensitivity.
Grey, the color of Andrea Gennaíos’s eyes after her mother’s death -emotionless, moody; it is typically associated with dullness, loss, or depression.
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Places mentioned (and setting):
Australia, the dream vacation -- home of the boomerang. Foreshadowing
Andrea Gennaíos bouncing back to potential happiness and health later on.
Paris, the dream vacation -- city of love. Correlates to Andrea Gennaíos’s fierce
love for her mother.
Polluted, dark world -- corruption, suppressment. Contrasts with Andrea
Gennaíos’s inability to stifle her emotions or express them healthily.
Other:

Butterfly -- endurance, change, hope, life. Can be linked with the passing of a
loved one or getting through struggles of life.
“... tenderness that seemed visceral in all mothers…”, Andrea Gennaíos tries to help
the dying butterfly -- a reminder of her own mother and how very gone she was.
The door, the door Andrea Gennaíos threw open to better see the butterfly -- the
doorway, the path, the first opening to her new outlook on life.
4, the number of days Andrea Gennaíos had stayed in bed and also the number
of weeks since her mother died -- in China, four is an unlucky number as it sounds
similar to the Chinese word “death”.
Names, Andrea Gennaíos -- means “brave one” in Greek.
Overall tone, fancy and detached language -- trying to make it seem surreal and
hazy as if Andrea Gennaíos were in shock after her mother’s death. After her
epiphany about the butterfly the structure and overall complexity of the format drops
slightly as if she’s getting back in touch with reality.
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CHITRINI ANAND; GRADE 7
Captives

As they sat staring into the light of the cell, they began to think, think about
what their life held for them, and why they were in this cold, damp prison, lying
lifelessly on the floor, staring up at the flickering light on the ceiling, they could only
see tiny specks of light and pondered what they did to deserve this; later in the day
they lay in their unstable and creaky cots, dreaming of traveling the world when they
were free, if they would ever be free, and hike and sightsee, oh, the things they could
do if they were free, but sadly they were not free, not even close to, but when they
think about why they were unhappy and stuck in jail, they think that they did nothing
to deserve this, nothing at all, they did not disrupt society, not even one bit, but when
others pass by, their looks of disgust and pity cast a shadow over them, a shadow that
did not go away, even in the dark.
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Leo Lee; GRADE 8
The Candy Corn Story
Through the largest window of a house located in a small neighborhood, we
can see a boy, sipping a glass of cocoa. His name is Noah, and he was nervous, with,
even though he had already finished his homework for the day. Noah kept drinking
the rich hot chocolate, hoping that the sick feeling inside his stomach would go away
soon. He was confused as to why he was feeling so nervous. Had his stomach
betrayed him? Did he forget to do an assignment? All of a sudden, he remembered.
At that same moment, his stomach gave a lurch. He had forgotten to write a story for
the essay club he was in! He was supposed to write an essay for the club he was in!
His mother had registered him for an extracurricular writing club, and he would be
scolded by his mother if he forgot to do anything the club had assigned him to do.
What was he going to do? He now deeply regretted the time he had wasted watching
Spongebob and Patrick fool around on the television. He had assumed that his math
homework was the only homework for the day, but he had clearly been wrong, as he
now knew.
After grabbing a few candy corns from the kitchen, he was back in front of the
computer, munching on some candy corns. He knew there were kids that hated candy
corns, but he had liked the autumn confections from when he first tasted them. He
was definitely going to write the story now. He was ready for some brilliant writing
action. He brainstormed ideas about what he would write. He decided to make it
Halloween themed, and started to reach for the keyboard. But, as he was reaching
over, he felt a sharp poke on his back. He almost jumped out of his skin. Angry at
whoever poked him, Noah popped another candy corn in his mouth before slowly
turning around. He was planning on looking really mean, but what he saw shocked
him so much that his jaw dropped, and the half-chewed candy corn fell to the floor.
He saw a candy corn staring at him, with a spear in its hands. It looked shocked, too.
It was staring at the half-chewed candy corn on the floor, and it looked like it was
grieving. By this time, Noah had somewhat recovered from his shock, but not
completely, since he started reaching for the moving candy corn absentmindedly. He
was jerked awake when he suddenly felt a sharp prick on his palms. He looked at the
candy corn, which snarled and made an aggressive face at Noah. Startled, Noah ran
away from the candy corn. It started to chase after him, and it looked very slow to
Noah, but agile considering its size. Noah suddenly reached a corner in his living
room. He had about half a minute to run to another location in his house before the
candy corn caught up to him. However, he just put his head under his arms and
rocked on the floor, hoping that the candy corn would go away. It didn’t, and it
started poking his feet after it reached him. It didn’t bleed, but it hurt very much, like
a fire ant was biting him. It kept yelling in a high-pitched voice while it was doing this,
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so Noah couldn’t even think amongst the chaos. Finally, after a minute or two of this
madness, Noah suddenly realized that he was stronger than the candy corn. Noah
took away the candy corn’s spear and trapped the candy corn in a small glass bottle.
The aggressive candy corn looked lonely, and Noah couldn’t help feeling sorry for the
aggressive thing. He put in two more candy corns from his snack cupboard to keep
the candy corn company. Magically, when the moving candy corn touched the other
candy corns, they came to life too. The three candy corns huddled together, and
talked in a foreign language, exchanging laughs. Listening to them, Noah was
reminded of a clucking sound that chickens make. Noah closed the glass bottle with a
cap, poked some air holes in the cap, and displayed his new pets atop a shelf. He
returned to writing his story. Then, he suddenly had a strange feeling that he was
floating and woke up from his dream. The living candy corns existed no more, he was
simply at his desk, drooling on his keyboard. ‘I better stay away from candy corns at
night,’ was his thought, as he started writing the story.
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JASMINE RIHAL; GRADE 8
The Odd One
Today is the day, where my mom and I head over to Angola, Africa, for some
volunteer work. Ever since my mom and dad divorced when my twin brother, Kacey,
and I were babies. Once in America, my mom finally started working on her career
about opening up volunteering programs around the world. And for every one of the
programs, I have been dragged into them, but I love it anyway. School, however, was
still something Mom made me do. But now since I’m 18, and out of school, I’m able
to do whatever I want, and for now.
My father, back in Australia was a rich man who had a spoiled and mean mind.
I’ve only met the man once, and I can tell that Kacey had a hard time growing up with
him. Kacey and I have only met three times in my life, and I can tell that he didn’t like
the man our father was, and wished that he went to Washington, America, with my
mom and me.
In Africa, my mom was planning on having this quick program, that volunteers
would be assigned to people in the village to stay with them for the week or a few
days.
Unfortunately for me, I’m only staying for two days because I need to go back
to Australia, for my father’s second marriage. I’m excited to go back to Australia but I
really don’t want to face any of the stuck up, rich people there.
My mom and I were the last people to fly to Africa because the volunteers left
at different times and flights.
“Come on Kadian. Wake up. We got to get off the plane.” Mom tells me.
“Okay, okay, I’m up.” I respond back groggily as I get up and grab all of our
bags from the overhead bins.
We both exit the plane and head over to the car rental place that is near the
airport. At the rental station, we rent out a jeep and quickly hurry to our hotel that we
booked. But before that, we stop by a supermarket for snacks and food.
I slide into the driver’s seat and start speeding over to our hotel. As I drive, my
mom looks over and gives me funny look, “Oh, don’t make that face.”
She breaks out into a smile and turns on the radio to listen to music and we
start singing our heads off on our way. The drive took about 20 minutes until we
reached there and we both head up to our separate rooms and change into more,
work attire like clothes.
I change into cargo shorts, a fitted tank top, boots, and tie my black hair into a
ponytail. Preparing for the rest of the day, I grabbed a backpack and shoved food,
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water, and my other important things inside, then left the room to meet my mom in
the lobby.
In the lobby I see my mom holding two cups of iced coffee. She is in an almost
matching outfit as me. Jogging over to her, I grab the iced coffee and we both hurry
into the jeep and start to drive over to the village.
“Why is it that you always drive?” my mom asks out of the blue, with a teasing
smirk.
I glance over at her, “Maybe you just suck at driving and never claim the
driver’s seat?” explaining.
“I do not suck at driving!” he claims with a stern look.
“Whatever you say Kailyn.” Using her first name, just to mess with her.
Driving to the village, I also take a look at our surroundings and notice how
natural it looks. There’s most of the land is barely touched, and everywhere I see is
just pure nature. No people, it’s just mostly plain. In a good and beautiful way.
“Getting lost?” Mom says, breaking my train of thought.
“Just the view.” I shrug it off. The rest of the drive is continued in silence.
Once we reached the village, we walked over to the tent that was for all the
volunteers.
“Wait out here,” Mom says, “I’ll grab the information for our plan.” as she
walks into the tent leaving me outside.
I look around to see the volunteers interacting with the villagers and everyone
getting along. The village looks like it has a good community and friendly people.
There are people around the makeshift pathways, with kind faces, people socializing
and helping one another.
Mom comes out with a file and she starts to explain our plan. We were to help
a woman named Talia, who’s 18, and eight months pregnant. We start to look around
for Talia, until we see a very pregnant woman struggling to carry a bucket.
Immediately I run over to her and grab the bucket out of her hands.
Sticking a hand out, I give her my signature smile with, “Hi, I’m Kadian.”
She takes my hand. Together, we walk over to my mother and they both start
to interact in a positive way, smiling and getting along very well. Mom starts to tell her
some tips about motherhood and what to expect from kids. Of course, Talia, almost
close to motherhood takes this information seriously. They then start talking about
the pros and cons about pregnancy. Later we settle down on one of the picnic tables
that the volunteers had made.
“So, where are you two from?” Talia asks in a thick African accent.
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“Originally born in Australia, raised in America. But my mom was born and
raised there,” I explain.
“If you don’t mind me asking, what about your dad?” Talia asks.
“My mom and dad got divorced when my twin brother and I were babies, then
my mom took me to America and my brother and father are still in Australia.”
Clarifying, “My father is a selfish and terrible man. I’m just hoping my brother hasn’t
become the same way.”
Looking at the bright side of things she responds, “Seeing the way you and
your mother are, I doubt that he will be spoiled or selfish.”
“That’s too kind of you.”
Furthermore, we talk about more about each other and Mom and I endured
what life is like for Talia. Even though she is pregnant and needs to rest she still finds
time in doing what she needs to do
“Hey Kadian. I just got a phone call. We need to head back to the hotel” Mom
says.
“Okay, well, thank you for coming here today.” Talia says with a heartwarming
smile.
My mom and I said our goodbyes and we start to drive back to the hotel.
I found it amazing how that village barely has a lot of futuristic things and how
humble all the people are there.
“Hey, do you smell that?” Mom asks in an alarming voice.
I start smelling the air around me and smell some gas coming from the hood.
Then we start to hear some small noises.
“I’ll just drive fast, and we’ll just see what happens. Hopefully the rental place
won’t charge us for this.”
I press onto the pedal harder and start going faster and faster on our way.
Once at the hotel, we both hop out and Mom has her phone out and tells me
that she needs to take some calls, leaving me with the car. I start to feel pocket
buzzing, I take out my phone and see that it is my father. Honestly, I don’t want to
talk to him, but I know he’s my father and that I should at least hear what he was to
say.
“Hello Father.”
“Hi Kadian. How are you doing?” he asks through the phone.
“Doing fine out here.”
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“Well, anyway, I wanted to call you to make sure that you know that you’re
coming to Australia in two days. For my new marriage.”
“Yes, I know. I’m well aware of your situation.”
“Okay, then I guess I’ll see you soon.”
I hang up the phone, not wanting to talk to him. I know that he cares about
me, but he is selfish and keeps the people around him spoiled. But not in the good
way.
Noticing the slight smoke coming out of the hood, I quickly pop it open and
see more smoke escaping. The smoke then started to get to me a lot, and I start
coughing. Bad.
I start to feel a firm pat on my back and my coughing starts to ease. Fully
recovered, I take a few steady breaths and mentally calm myself. I turn around ready
to say thank you, but once I turn around, I see no one there. Turning back, I see a tall
guy looking over the engine. He had that determined, brooding, focused, look on him.
Tall, lean and muscular build, and intimidating.
TO BE CONTINUED
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SASYA REDDY; GRADE 7
The Red Thread of Fate

There once was a man who was dreadfully plain. His brown hair with timid
blond bands and his muted skin tone, in his small town with the neighbors he has
grown to know so well he fit right in with the crowd. But in reality, this man was far
from ordinary, for he possessed a special power. There was a legend called the red
thread of fate, an invisible thread that connects everyone to their soulmate. The man
saw it. The man saw the invisible thread and knew who every single person’s other
half was, except for his own. For as long the young fellow had his power, his own red
string had been severed. Was it a punishment for peering into the hearts of others?
Was it the gods' way of disciplining him for having their gift? His questions would
never be answered, but he enjoyed being his small town’s matchmaker in the
meantime and seeing the smiles on the young lovers’ faces. It was times like that
helped him remember how great this power was and though he hadn’t found his
partner yet, here’s to hoping she comes along.
In the neighboring town amongst the skyscrapers and into the apartment
buildings lived a lonely but beautiful woman. Her golden skin glistened in the sunlight
and her hair was pitch black, but her eyes lacked a light, a certain fire. She would often
think what it would be like if there was someone else in her life, but then she would
stare at her hand. This stupid red thread! Why did it have to be broken? She thought to
herself. The lady stared outside of her window where a thick cloud of fog was
obscuring her view. Maybe the same went for her heart, maybe there was a fog in her
heart extinguishing the minuscule flame in her eyes. The fog cleared and the lady
peeked outside and saw all of the red threads that tie souls and hearts together. This
power was a curse in her mind, having to know that everyone has a happy ending
except for her. She had given up hope on meeting her other half a long time ago and
tried to convince herself she was content with her life. Her friends would always tell
her about how she was so closed and reserved but they didn’t know the half of it. She
was extremely pessimistic about the threads; they just reminded her of a connection
that she couldn’t have and didn’t even have to dream about because she saw it every
day.
On a frigid yet prepossessing night, our lady found herself fidgeting with her
thumbs and an unoccupied mind a hand and decided to watch a movie in the
charming neighboring town. Meanwhile, the gent was getting ready to see the same
movie, at the same time, at the same place. The little woman jumped out of her car,
eager to see the new cinema. Our man was strolling from his home to the theater and
“accidentally” shoved people so they could be caught by their future beloved. When
he least expected it, a young woman tripped and fell into his arms. She stood up to
thank the kind man when she noticed his hand. This wasn’t possible, too many
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thoughts were going through her mind. How could something she had wished for her
entire life been so close this entire time? How could his string be severed too? The
man wasn’t thrown into confusion by this chance encounter, instead, he stared into
the woman’s eyes and saw two emerald gems clear as a summer’s day. He had spent
so much time finding other people’s significant others but never knew what it was like
to meet his own. The man saw the loneliness in her eyes fade away as they became
more vibrant. They were both hesitant at first, the two were both on the verge of
losing hope, neither could believe that this was really happening. The man reached out
for her hand and she was quick to comply. When their hands touched it was like a
static shock you get after you ride the slide on the playground. The two threads were
transforming into one indestructible bond; this whole time they thought the red
threads of fate were maps to one’s soulmate, but they realized it was their love
materialized. It was funny; the two people who could see love were also the farthest
from knowing what it was. I guess that’s why they were meant to find each other: to
figure out love together.
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ELIZABETH CHENG; GRADE 8
Why Is This Still Happening?
She sits, slumped in her classroom, her dusty, monochrome eyes glazing over
as her teacher drones on and on as her mind suddenly starts to venture to different
places, thinking about all the time she spends in this mundane place where she doesn’t
even bother to try to understand what is being taught, then she realizes that she must
not waste this time, for time is so limited and so valuable, that she must make use of
the time she has and at least try to learn something, try to leave the room everyday
with new insight, try to have experienced something wonderful, for she has seen many
times how quickly a student’s life can be taken from them, a lunatic barging through
the door, students screaming, chaos ruling; how one person’s one decision in one split
second can take her life and of all of those around her, so when she looks around,
sees her classmates, which makes her wonder how many lives would be influenced
because of the absence of one, that absence caused by one small, round, piece of
metal, one bullet, small enough to hide in your fingers, piercing through the life and
soul of someone, taking them away, far, far away, to places mankind has never known,
when her chest suddenly pulls in tight, envisioning not only hundreds of parents, but
hundreds of friends, hundreds of families, bent over, collapsing, unable to move,
unable to think, unable to imagine how someone so important in their life could be
gone, how and why they were not able to save them, she starts to feel the pain with
them, excruciating yet numbing, and as she imagines the looks of horror, guilt, shame,
anger, defeat, sadness, and confusion on their faces, she thinks about how this is still
happening today, still present, still affecting thousands of lives, but not for the better;
that’s when she starts asking herself, why are these events even possible, why hasn’t
anyone done anything about them, why is this still happening?
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AMADEUS LIU; GRADE 7
Untitled
One day, Bob suddenly wanted travel around the world and leave his home,
Oregon. He told his good friend Joe, who agreed to go with him. However, they
would need a lot of money to do it. After several days of calculations, they deduced
that they would need 1 million dollars in total for the both of them to travel around
the world. Bob decided to take the job of a farmer while Joe wanted to be a chef. The
problem was that they did not know how to do their jobs well.
Fortunately, Bob found a volunteer opportunity, where he would help a farmer
harvest plants while the farmer would teach Bob essential and basic gardening skills.
After three months of helping, Bob was ready to start a farm. He rented a few acres
of land, bought seeds, and started developing a farm. After some calculations and
research, he figured out that the vegetable with the highest profit would be potatoes;
therefore he grew only potatoes. After a month, he had already made a $10,000 profit.
At the end of the year, with $50,000 at hand, he told Joe about his success and asked
him how his career as a chef was going.
Joe had not accomplished quite as much. He could not find a good teacher for
cooking, so he learned from the Internet. He soon became a chef at a fairly high
quality restaurant and was paid well. He had made $60,000 in 9 months. Just as he
thought things were going well, tragedy struck. During the process of making his
signature dish, he started a fire which caused the destruction of the restaurant.
Although the restaurant had insurance, he was still forced to pay a large sum of
money. At the end of the year in December, he ended up with a measly $30,000.
Joe felt very ashamed of himself. “I’m sorry, Bob,” he said. “I’ll try to earn
more money next year.”
During the holidays, the two friends didn’t go out to a fancy restaurant, buy
expensive foods, or decorate their houses. They spent the bare minimum in order to
save up money for the trip. They pounced at every opportunity they got - Bob sold
very beautiful Christmas trees for $200 each, and Joe earned a lot of money for his
delectable holiday foods. In fact, they made so much money during the holidays that
by March of next year, they had $200,000 in their savings account.
“Still, this is not nearly enough,” Bob mentioned to Joe over the phone one
day. “Maybe you need to start working at a Michelin restaurant, where chefs are paid a
lot more.”
Therefore, Bob raised the price of his potatoes by just a smidge and Joe flew to
London to work at the Fat Duck Restaurant. They both worked as hard as they could
for the next few months. Unbelievably, they made $650,000 more by New Year’s Day,
with a grand total of $850,000 dollars.
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In Spring, when they almost earned enough money to go on the trip,
something unexpected happened. A storm destroyed Bob’s Farm, and The Fat Duck
closed down, leaving them both unemployed. They were shocked and did not know
what to do. If Bob were to rebuild his farm, it would cost a hefty 200 grand. Then Joe
realized what they could do to earn the remaining $50,000. From an early age, he and
Bob had developed a large amount of skill in soccer.
Bob was thrilled to hear this, and he and Joe immediately applied for a soccer
team. They easily got in, and after just 3 months they had acquired the missing money.
They could finally go on their trip around the world!
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ARTWORK
MAHATI RAMAKRISHNAN; GRADE 6
Eye-Catching Moments
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MAHATI RAMAKRISHNAN; GRADE 6
Banjara Hills Wonders
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OVERTURE
This is Overture Literary Magazine, a pursuit by Miller Middle School and Lynbrook
High School to expand writing, art, and imagination within the Miller Middle School
community. Join us as we share the creativity of students by publishing their work in a
literary magazine.
In musical terms, an overture is an orchestral composition forming the prelude or
introduction to a musical piece. Much like an overture in music, this creative writing
program will serve as an introduction to the landscapes of creativity, self-expression,
and imagination.
Overture strives to inspire imagination, foster literary and artistic talent, and promote
creative growth by teaching middle school students how to develop their own creative
writing or art styles through mediums not offered at their own schools.
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